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CF 19-1603-S1 
Related Case DIR-2020-4338-RDP, ZA-2018-2453-CU-DB-SPR 806 W. Adams 
Boulevard and 2810 S. Severance 
 
Adams Boulevard is a significant city scenic highway and contains many historic 
resources.  This project at 806 W. Adams treats Adams Boulevard as a side yard, 
with reduced setbacks.  I'm attaching a visual study of the numerous significant 
Adams Boulevard sites.    
 
The determination letter evaluates whether a state scenic highway is affected.  In its 
clever misuse of a CEQA regulation, they assert a claim we never made yet omit 
evaluation of impacts on the officially designated City Scenic Highway.  That this 
project TREATS Adams Boulevard as a SIDE YARD, wallowing reduced setbacks, 
was never evaluated by the City because there was no environmental review.  
Clearly the case has been made that this is an exception to the exemption and the 
CE should be rescinded and environmental review commence. The case is replete 
with facts showing unusual circumstances and illustrating damaging effects; to 
understand the impacts of seven towering four story buildings in this fragile site 
requires environmental review.  There has been none. 
 
The project will not enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood 
nor perform a function nor provide a service that is beneficial to the community, city 
or region nor can the calculation that the project will “increase the supply of off-street 
parking by 259 spaces” be tallied as a benefit when it is adding approximately 800-
1000 new tenants, most of whom have cars.  No less an authority that USC’s 
Director of Planning found:  
  
 “…the Project is likely to accommodate upwards of 800 students. The Project 
includes 259 on-site parking spaces. We believe the majority of students living in this 
project would own cars, based on our experience with students living in off-campus 
student housing. The cars not parked on-site would need to park in the adjacent 
neighborhood, materially impacting an already-congested street parking scenario.”   
 
A categorical exemption should not be the level of review for this project. 
 
Jim Childs 
for ADHOC 
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